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For over 20 years Talos has diligently worked on becoming the leading 

innovator in beverage dispensing manufacturing. From product ince

ption to product delivery our mission is to create optimal beverage 

solutions for all of our  valued customers across the globe. We 

understand the value of providing a great consumer experience 

and we take great pride in being part of that experience. Our passion 

for product development and outstanding customer service has been 

the driving force behind many of our award winning products. We 

currently hold over 400 patents internationally and we have 

expanded to over 70 countries in Asia, Europe and South America. 

From the first pour to the first sip Talos, quality you can count on. 
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SAFETY TIPS

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS  

◎Please�wear�safety�glasses�and�gloves�when�handling�chemicals
Make�sure�that�the�cylinders�are�placed�vertically.�Stay�away�from�heat�sources�
and�store�below�70�degrees�F

◎Don't�move�the�gas�valve�in�the�keg.�
◎Ensure�that�each�regulator�is�equipped�with�an�coupler�and�that�the�pressure�is�
not�higher�than�60psi
◎Ensure�that�the�CO2�cylinder�does�not�drop�or�be�discarded�under�high�pressure
◎In�case�of�a�leak,�ventilate�the�area.�If�breathing�difficulties�and�headaches�
occur,
�it�is�strongly�recommended�to�leave�the�room�immediately,�as�the�room�may�have�
high�levels�of�carbon�dioxide
◎California�Proposition�65:�The�product�contains�chemicals�known�under�
California�law�that�can�cause�cancer�and�birth�defects�or�other�reproductive�harm

Harmful�microorganisms�and�bacteria�can�start�to�develop�if�the�dispensing�
system�has�not
been�cleaned.�Uncleaned�dispensing�systems�will�reduce�the�quality�and�taste�of�
beer�that�is�on
tapped�with�your�dispensing�system.�In�most�states�in�the�United�States,�systems�
must�be
cleaned�twice�a�month,�and�in�other�states,
the�cleaning�cycles�can�be�more�frequent.
Review�the�following�steps:
Ensure�that�the�co2�supply�of�the�regulator�is�turned�off.
Disconnect�the�regulator�from�the�equipment.
Remove�the�gas�tube�and�the�beer�tube�from�the�regulator.
Remove�the�tap�from�the�equipment.
Thoroughly�clean�these�parts�with�cleaning�fluid�or�washing�powder�and�water
You�can�also�use�special�cleaning�products�such�as�brushes�and�cleaning�powders
designed�for�beer�kegs.
Available�by�Talos�online�or�Amazon�Store

OUR STORY
EXTRA EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE DRIP TRAY 

BEER TAP KEG COUPLER

SHANK WITH SPOUT
PRIMARY 
REGULATOR

PLASTIC PIPE

SECONDARY 
REGULATOR

WRENCH

WRENCH

5IBS CO2 
CYLINDERGAS TUBE

BEER TUBE

CLAMP CLEANING KEG

DRIP TRAY

DRIP TRAY

DRIP TRAY
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SIZE OF THE DRIP TRAY  
WALL HANGING 
ONE HOLE DRIP TRAY 

DIMENSION

DIMENSION

DIMENSION

WALL HANGING TWO 
HOLE DRIP TRAY 

BEER TOWER DRIP TRAY 

GENERAL SIZE OF KEGS AND CO2 CYLINDERS

Here�are�some�standard�sizes�for�kegs�and�cylinders.�Before�you
begin,�make�sure�both�they�are�standing�upward�inside�the�cooler.
a.�Secure�and�stabilize�the�Co2�tank�and�the�keg�inside�the�cooler.
b.�Allow�a�minimum�of�8�inches�of�vertical�space�between�the�

refrigerator�and�the�base�to�place
the�coupler.

Leave an 8-inch height gap for the coupler

Height
Diameter
Volume
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CONFIGURATION ONE 

CONFIGURATION TWO

REGULATOR
WRENCH

HANDLE

BEER TAP

SHANK
BEER TUBE

DRIP TRAY

KEG COUPLER

WASHER

BEER KEG

GAS TUBE

GAS TUBE

CLAMP

CLAMP

CO2 CYLINDER

keg coupler need the nuts,
connector and washers

BEER TOWER

HANDLE

WRENCH

BEER TAP

DRIP TRAY

BEER TUBE

REGULATOR

CO2 CYLINDER

WASHER

KEG COUPLER

BEER KEG
keg coupler need the nuts,
connector and washers

 TOOLS LIST

PUNCHING DRILL HOLE-TAKING DRILL

ELECTRIC DRILL 

SAW
SCREWDRIVER

 PENCIL  TAPE MEASURE  WRENCH   ADJUSTABLE WRENCH

Tip: Keep the drill horizontal lying on the 
ground when drilling to ensure that the 
drill hole is straight.

Tip: Drill from outside, but stop before cutting 
the inner layer, and then punch from the inside 
to the outside.
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(10~16)

1 Open the door of the beer cooler, measure the exact 
position with a tape measure on the inner side of the 
door, then with a pen mark down the dimensions.

Installation steps for the Configuration one

2 Measure the exact position of the same distance from 
the inside with a tape measure on the outside door of 
the beer cooler, mark it with a pen and write down the 
dimensions.

3 Use a professional punching drill to create an opening at the marking of the inner and outer doors

4. The electric drill is equipped with a professional 
hole-taking drill size, from the inside of the door 
to open the door hole (the size of the hole is lar
ger than the outer diameter of the plastic tube)

5. Break the plastic tube (the size 
of the inner diameter is larger 
than the outer diameter of the 
connecting tube) to the length 
of adaptation (the plastic tube 
needs to be shorter than the len
gth of the beer cooler's door)

6. Place the plastic tube in 
the door hole

7. First, fix the gear between the tap and the connecting tube, then tighten the four-hole nut,and finally, use the standard 
wrench to the round hole of the four-hole nut, tighten with clockwise

8. Remove the flange nut first, then load the combination of the tap and connecting tube into the plastic tube, and finally 
tighten the nut with an adjustable wrench.

Matching plastic tubes

9.Install the drip tray under the tap (height depends on t
he actual cup)

COMBINATIONBEER TAP SHANK

Break through the two 
small holes with a drill
(size 1/4) and then pair 
with two M6 screws,
finally fix two gaskets and 
nuts to the back of the 
door and tightened with 
a wrench.

10.Attach the adjustable clamp to the beer tube, attach the 
tube to the connector of the shank,tighten with a 
screwdriver (the position of the joint with groove)

ADJUSTABLE CLAMP 

SLOTTED 
SCREWDRIVER 

 Matching plastic tubes Thread display
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11. Place the beer outlet to the coupler probe and 
tighten with a wrench.

13.Attach the other end of the gas tube (step 12) 
from the coupler to the small ball valve of the 
regulator with a clamp, and tighten it with a 
one-word screwdriver (the position of the joint 
with groove).

12.Attach the adjustable clamps to the beer tube and 
gas tube respectively, at the same time correspond to 
the joint, and then tighten with a slotted screwdriver
 (the position of the joint with groove.

14.Connect the equipped regulator to the cylinder 
and tighten it with a wrench

15.Alignment ramps: rotate spouts in place clockwise with the lugs on the keg and the bottom of the coupler.

CLAMP

CLAMP

CLAMP

BEER TUBE

GAS TUBE

5IBS CO2 
CYLINDER

REGULATOR

WRENCH

SLOTTED 
SCREWDRIVER 

HOW TO CONNECT CONFIGURATION 1
1. Fully open the cylinder handle.
2.Use a slotted screw driver to slowly rotate the screw 
clockwise to set the CO2 pressure (70 to 80 PSI), or according 
to different varieties of beer to set different pressure.
3.Rotate the adjustment valve to the "open" position.

1.OPEN
2.ADJUSTING 
THE PRESSURE

3.VALVE 
SWITCH

Press down the handle 
when you're drinking: 
Pull out the handle and 
press down until it clicks
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(13~19)

A

F

B

C

D E

G

Type:1022704 Type:1025704 Type:1024701 Type:1021701 Type:1023701 Type:1027701 Type:1026701
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How to Connect Configuration 2 Assembly And Use Manual
1. Install the beer tower to the refrigerator and remove the screws, nuts, and gaskets from the
accessories package. Fix on the four holes respectively in the base of the beer tower, and then
tighten the nut.
2. First, fix the gear between the tap and the connecting tube from the beer tower, then tighten
the four-hole nut, and finally use the standard wrench to the round hole of the four-hole nut,
tighten with clockwise.
3.Screw the nut out of the beer tower hose onto the coupler probe (put a gasket in the middle)
4. Attach the adjustable clamp to the gas tube, attach it to the connector, and tighten it with a
slotted screwdriver (the position of the joint with grooves).
5. Installation of the regulator: follow steps 13 and 14 on configuration 1
6. Installation of the keg coupler and beer keg: follow steps 15 on configuration 7. Fully open
cylinder handle
8. Use a slotted screwdriver to slowly rotate the screw clockwise to set the CO2 pressure (70 to
80 PSI), or according to different varieties of beer to set different pressure.
9. Rotate the adjustment valve to the "open" position.

How to replace an empty Co2 cylinder

1. Turn "G" clockwise to close the cylinder valve

2 Close the closing valve "P"

3. Remove the regulator from the empty bottle "E"

4.Reconnect the regulator to the valve at "E" when 

the cylinder valve "G" is in the closed position 

(check the status of the regulator stem washer)

5. Open the valve "G". (This is important because 

the cylinder valve has two seals)

6. Open the closing valve "P"

7. Check the pressure "A" (12-14PSI) and adjust it if 

necessary

2. Install the beer tap
1. Install the beer tower 

3.connect the beer tube 
4.connect the 
gas tube

5.Install the regulator

7.open

 9. Valve switch

8.Adjusting the 
pressure 70-80PSI

6.nstallation of the keg coupler and beer keg 

accessories package

adjustable 
clamp

Press down the handle 
when you're drinking: 
Pull out the handle and 
press down until it clicks

 REGULATOR

WRENCH 

 CO2 CYLINDER

Model Configuration
D TYPE S TYPE M TYPE A TYPE G TYPE F TYPE U TYPE
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Cleaning Instruction 

CLEANING TOOLS  

WATER BUCKET 

AIR VALVE CLOSED 

WRENCH

SEALS

SEALS

ONE-WAY SILICONE

ONE-WAY SILICONE

FIGURE 5  

SEALS

PISTON UNIT

FIGURE 6

INTAKE NUT  

SPHERICAL 
BEARINGS 

HANDLE UNIT  

GLOVES GOGGLES

Four Steps of the cleaning
 Remove the accessories 

1. Turn off the CO2 air intake (as 
shown in s/n 1).
2. Hold the coupler and move out 
counterclockwise. (As shown in 
s/n 2)
3. Remove the nuts on the column 
hose and the intake nut on the 
regulator with a hex wrench
counterclockwise. (Reserved 
seals and one-way silicone, as 
shown in s/n 5)
4. Place the wrench on the four-
hole nut of the column and move 
the tap out clockwise (retain
the seal on the tap)

Method of disassembling the tap
Method of disassembling the tap 1. Turn the upper nut 
in half, then turn the lower nut
counterclockwise and pull the handle lever out up. 
(Reserved spherical bearings) 2.Finally,
move the piston unit (ensure that the seal is in the 
correct position)

Method of disassembling the coupler
1. Turn the cross screw out counterclockwise with a 
screwdriver. Pull out the handle unit
2. Pull the probe unit out. (Two O-rings on the retaining 
body should in the correct position)

Daily maintenance and inspection

Tap: After cleaning, check that the washers on the tap piston and the washers on the
handlebars are in good condition.
Coupler: After cleaning, check that the two O-rings on the valve body and the gasket on the
bottom of the probe are in good condition. Apply lubricant to the coupler's probe (using 
food grade lubricant) to allow the coupler's probe to move freely.

cleaning the accessories

1. Match water dilution according 
to the amount of cleaning fluid 
instructions 2. Place the
coupler and tap in the bucket 
after ten minutes to take it out for 
disassembling and cleaning.
Dismantling the tap method 
(check figure 5); Dismantling the 
coupler method (check figure 6).
Disassemble and thoroughly 
clean the taps and couplers with a 
brush (Figure 3) (be sure to
remove the plastic handle spouts 
on the taps before placement).

HANDLE UNIT  
SCREW 

PROBE UNIT

PLACE TO GREASE 
WHEN INSTALLING  
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①

②
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3. First, put 4 sponge balls into the 
hole of the tap connection position, 
and then connect the cleaning pump 
to the column (tap removal position). 
Place the gasket in the accessories 
package at the interface of the 
cleaning pump before connecting.

4. Lift the other end of the beer outlet 
in the column hose (higher than the 
position of the connection tap s/n 1 ). 
Multiple hand-pressure the cleaning 
pump, through the pressure, 
cleaning liquid input pipe to drive 
the cleaning ball cleaning. Let the 
cleaning liquid stay in the pipe for 
about 3 minutes, so that the dirty and 
cleaning liquid in the pipe to play the 
chemical effect, and then put the 
beer outlet of the column hose into 
the bucket (s/n 2), repeat cleaning
several times.

reassembling parts
1. Reassemble the tap, place the tap 
wrench on the four-hole nut of the 
column, turn counterclockwise to the 
connecting nut of the column (make 
sure the gasket is in the correct 
position) as shown in the right 
image.

2. Reassemble the coupler(grease the 
O-ring on the body and the probe 
oiling position), then attach the 
relevant fittings that connect the 
outlet pipe and intake pipe to the 
coupler and tighten it with a wrench 
(ensure that gaskets and one-way 
silicone is installed).

3.Connect the coupler clockwise to 
the beer keg. After the final 
maintenance and inspection route is 
cleaned, this is a good opportunity to 
check whether the O-ring and the 
bottom gasket on the coupler is in 
good condition. Apply proper
lubricant on the probe and O-ring to 
ensure that the probe can move 
freely, this can reduce wear and tear 
when the probe is opened or closed 
on the keg, and then check whether 
the accessories on the tap are in 
good condition.

Flush
1. Open the cap of a cleaning bottle

2. Rinse thoroughly to clean the 
bottle and refill the water

3. Multiple hand-pressure cleaning 
pumps, using cold water through the 
pipe to wash the cleaning fluid into 
the bucket

CLEANING PUMP

SPONGE BALL GASKETS 

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 3

CLEANING FLUID

 1000ML BOTTLE

ONE-WAY SILICONE

SEALS

WRENCH

SEALS
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